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Welcome to Winter 2012 - 2013

Whether you’re throwing double corks in the park or destroying pillow lines in the 
backcountry, we’ve got your feet covered.  Although easy to overlook, they play 
an essential role in your riding.  That’s why we create socks that keep you warm, 
dry, and ready to rock.  Yet there’s more to it than that.  We also aim to blend 
form and function.  By collaborating with our team of Punks and Poets, we craft 
socks as original as the riders who run them.  After all, your socks should ooze 
with style—not sweat.  At Stance, we focus on your feet so you don’t have to.
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Stance unravels the spool of conven-

tion to create an original canvas wor-

thy of the art it is paired with. A com-

mune of creativity, Stance is dedicated 

to the spirit of individuality. Celebrate 

bold expression with this free-thinking 

fabric as it becomes thread poetry in 

motion. Send a crystal clear mixed 

message that’s silently loud and quietly 

bold.  Designed in California, worn 

everywhere.
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As a pro shred, entrepreneur, and de-
signer, Mikey Leblanc has left his imprint 
on snowboarding’s history—yet he’s still 
going strong. Mikey laid down some of 
the most memorable video parts in the 
90s. After founding his own streetwear 
and outerwear company, Holden, he also 
stands at the forefront of shred fashion. 
Mikey is nothing less than a living legend. 

Dirty G, Grendys, Chrissy Poo. Whatever 
you call him, Chris Grenier rips. With 
a style all his own, Chris is known for 
slaying handrails and forging his own 
path.  Don’t let his laid back attitude and 
milk mustache fool you, this kid is always 
ready to get down to business. With an 
insane part in the Transworld flick Get 
Real, Chris has earned a spot among 
shredding’s heavy hitters.

Jed Anderson may be just a youngster, but 
he’s been on the shred scene for years. 
Thanks to solid pipe and kicker skills and 
a skate style perfected through countless 
urban assaults, Jed terrorizes every contest 
he enters.  Watch out, he may just have 
to retire from shredding to pursue a career 
in skating.

Punks, poets and personalities whose 
feats inspire bold individuality.  Collec-
tively, they catalyze the pursuit of creative 
expression as both a worthy destination 
and a way of life.  From the streets to the 
mountains, the Punks & Poets serves as 
Stance’s creative foundation.  They never 
cease to entertain and inspire us through 
their actions, words, and art.
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Although Todd Richards was born when 
dinosaurs roamed the earth, he remains 
one of the sickest players in the game.  
For two decades, Todd has stood at the 
forefront of pipe and park progression.  
Despite his seven X Games medals and 
an Olympic pipe appearance, we hear 
he’s even more talented at playing video 
games.

Stevie Bell is easily one of the best hand-
rail tricksters in snowboarding. After grab-
bing the spotlight in 2005, he has shown 
off his talents in a smorgasbord of major 
shred flicks. Stevie can be found stomping 
around the Utah backcountry with an ear 
to ear grin.

The first time we saw LNP on the cover of 
a magazine, we mistook Snowboarder 
for The Gypsy Journal. A few years later, 
it’s tough not to identify LNP—and his 
surgically tight pants—with urban shred 
progression. Don’t be fooled by the tie 
dye, kids, LNP’s creativity and handrail 
wizardry place him in a league of his 
own.

No need to clutch your purses ladies, it’s 
not a vagrant with cool socks, it’s Jake 
Olson-Elm! Destroying rails, killing pow-
der lines, and never thinking once about 
washing his favorite pants. This Minnesota 
native has been around the world and 
back again all in the name of shred. It’s 
shoes optional with Jake OE which makes 
him a perfect addition to the Stance crew.
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russ pope x stancechris grenier signature
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baldface lodge x stance mikey leblanc signature
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ART SERIES 
Whether it’s stringing together a crisp line in a pillow field or hitting a 
grass gap created by the spring thaw, shredding is about creativity.  The 
socks in our Artist Series embody this same spirit, sporting the work of 
folks like Russ Pope.  Thanks to our friends, you can now have a mini art 
museum in your boots.

ACRYLIC 
If you view each pint of plasma you donate as a payment toward a 
season pass or make your meals from the condiment bar in the lodge, 
it’s time you met the socks in our Acrylic Series.  These babies will keep 
you warm, dry, and looking good—even with a dirtbag budget.

MERINO WOOL
Even though sheep can’t press rails or float backside ones into pow, 
they do have one thing dialed: wool.  In addition to being super soft, 
merino wool does an excellent job wicking moisture and regulating tem-
peratures.  We made these socks so you can rock the benefits of wool 
without the hassle of shredding with sheep in your boots.

PREMIUM
Our premium socks offer a buffet of technical features and fabrics.  
Whether it’s asymmetrical fits based around the way you ride or fabrics 
that help maintain toasty temperatures, these socks provide unsurpassed 
performance.  If you want tomorrow’s technology today, pony up to the 
Premiums.

WOMENS 
Sex.  Okay, now that we have your attention it’s time for an anatomy 
lesson.  Compared to men, women tend to have feet that are narrower 
and have a shorter instep.  The female calf muscle also sits lower on the 
leg.  Needless to say, socks must be designed around these differences 
in order to work best.  At Stance, we create a proper fit through function.

KIDS COLLECTION
Even though kids are down-sized humans, we don’t downsize the per-
formance of our kids’ socks.  We design them around the proportions of 
kids’ feet and calves and blend in top-notch technology.  Kids can now 
spend more time worrying about backside airs and book reports and 
less time worrying about bunched up socks.

WINTER CASUAL
After a day of charging, slip into our après shred socks.  These things 
are comfort-driven for casual living.  Whether you party in front of a 
wood burning stove or at the bar, your feet will thank you.

MADE IN ITALY
From fine suits to exquisite boots, Italy offers exceptional craftsmanship.  
Our search for the perfect sock often takes us abroad, as we proudly 
craft many of our socks in Italy.  It’s only fitting that a country shaped like 
a boot knows a few things about socks.

WINTER 2012 - 2013
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MID SIZE FIXTURE D
(SNOW)
•  12 pegs
•  144 units
•  2 snow mannequin feet
•  2 snow shelves
•  with removable free standing base
•  optional wall mount
_______________________
•  13” wide 
•  12” deep
•  66” high COUNTER TOP BOX*

•  25 units casual or 20 units snowboard socks
_______________________
•  21” wide
•  11.25 deep
•  6.5” high

* counter top box is only available with floor fixture

Maybe it’s the thrill of something colorful, maybe it’s the comfort of something soft.  Whatever it is, 
our racks grab people’s attention once they’re stocked.  Equally important, they help people find 
the perfect sock.  Our countertop box also helps customers pick up some socks before they dash 
out the door.  If you’re short on space, no need to fret—we recommend converting your current 
casual rack into an arsenal of shred socks.

MERCHANDISING
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FEATURES

INTERNATIONAL SIZE CHART

ANKLE AND ARCH ELASTIC SUPPORT
Thanks to additional elastic around the ankle and arch, you can say 
goodbye to sock slippage.  This elastic ensures you spend more time 
lapping the park and less time bummed out over scrunched up socks.

Y GORE SEAM
The Y Gore Seam provides the hold of a bear hug, minus the claw 
marks.  This specially designed seam creates a deeper heel pocket 
to better hold your foot in place.  Thanks to Y Gore, you can say 
goodbye to sock slip.

SMOOTH FLAT SEAMLESS TOE CLOSURE
Friction is not your friend.  With our socks, we eliminate the seam that 
is traditionally placed across the toe box.  When you rock seam-free, 
you ride pain-free.

INSTEP FLEX PANEL
When riding, your feet are always moving.  Our instep flex panel 
adapts to these movements in order to eliminate lumpy socks.

LEFT AND RIGHT SPECIFI C TOE CLOSURES
Stance socks are anatomically correct, ensuring the right fit for each 
foot—even the left one.

COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY
Because it might take awhile to find your physiology and anatomy 
coloring books, we’ll spare you the tech talk. Long story short: these 
socks improve muscle efficiency and circulation to keep you riding 
strong and looking good. 

NO LIFT HEEL GRIP
Eliminate the lift with the grip. 

TRACTION CONTROL
Save the Slip and Slide for summer.

SNOWBOARD CUSHION PLACEMENT
More cushion for the pushing—and for destroying rails, explor-
ing the backcountry, lapping the park, and simply riding the 
chairlift.  Your shins are sensitive—give them the love they 
deserve.

RAG TOP SELF-ADJUSTING WELT CUFF
With our welt cuffs, the tops of your socks can’t sneak off to the 
bottom of your boots.

EU 34 - 37 38 - 41 42 - 47
USA 2 - 5.5 6 - 8.55 - 10 9 - 13

UK 1.5 - 5 5.5 - 8 8.5 - 12.5
20 - 23.5 24 - 26.5

35 - 42
2.5 - 7.5
21 - 26 27 - 31JAPAN

KIDS MENS S-MWOMENS MENS L-XL
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ACRYLIC 
If you view each pint of plasma you donate as a payment toward 
a season pass or make your meals from the condiment bar in 
the lodge, it’s time you met the socks in our acrylic socks.  These 
babies will keep you warm, dry, and looking good—even with a 
dirtbag budget.

MERINO WOOL
Wool is known for its ability to provide tremendous warmth and 
readily wick moisture.  Even when wet, it serves as an excellent 
insulator, defending wearers against hypothermia. Thanks to 
its antibacterial properties, merino wool won’t smell like a high 
school locker room after a few days of heavy shredding.

DRYARN
Dryarn is an innovative polypropylene microfiber.  It insulates 
while also creating a transpiration barrier that moves moisture 
from sweat to the exterior of the fiber.  By regulating temperature 
and moisture, Dryarn works to keep you warm and dry even in 
the harshest conditions.

THERMOLITE
Inspired by polar bears, Invista created this lightweight fiber to 
provide warmth and accelerate moisture removal from the body.  
Thermolite combines thermally efficient polymers and hollow core 
microfibers to do an excellent job trapping heat.  Wearing socks 
made from Thermolite is a much better option than wrapping 
your feet in fiberglass.

NO LIFT HEEL GRIP (PATENT PENDING)
Heel lift sucks. No one needs washed out turns and bruised 
heels.  Our No Lift Heel Grip™ consists of a silicone pad printed 
on the Achilles tendon area of our socks.  This patent pending 
design provides the kung fu grip you need to keep those heels 
locked in place. 

COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY 
Our Compression socks improve the efficiency of muscles by 
stabilizing them and accelerating lactic acid removal and 
circulation.  By distributing and delivering compression at the 
ankle and throughout the leg, these socks assist the leg’s venous 
and lymphatic systems.  This compression, when combined with 
the muscle pump effect of the calf, aids in circulating blood and 
lymph fluid throughout the legs.

TRACTION CONTROL 
The dozens of silicone dots printed on the bottom of our Traction 
Control socks ensure your feet stay locked in place in your boots.  
Now that you don’t have to worry about bunched up socks, you 
just might be able to start throwing that double cork switch.

LEFT AND RIGHT SPECIFIC TOE CLOSURES
Stance socks are anatomically correct, ensuring the right fit for 
each foot—even the left one.

FIBERTECHNOLOGY

100%

blood flow

compression

80%

70%

60%

ACRYLIC
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Whether it’s stringing together a crisp line in a pillow field or hitting a grass gap created by the spring thaw, shred-
ding is about creativity.  The socks in our Artist Series embody this same spirit, sporting the work of folks like Russ 
Pope.  Thanks to our friends, you can now have a mini art museum in your boots.

PARADISE
------------------------
Aloha, welcome to paradise.  Pirates sold separately.

M9047PAR whsl $10.00
GRN - GREEN msrp   $20.00
74% acrylic, 10% merino wool, 8% nylon, 4% nylon, 4% rubber
•  merino wool heel and toe
•  sublimation print graphics
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

CASEY JONES
------------------------
Trouble ahead, trouble behind.

M9047CAS whsl $10.00
YEL - YELLOW msrp   $20.00
74% acrylic, 10% merino wool, 8% nylon, 4% nylon, 4% rubber
•  merino wool heel and toe
•  sublimation print graphics
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

WARNING
------------------------
Normally, you’d have to buy a canvas to snag a piece by Russ Pope.

M9047WAR whsl $10.00
WHT - WHITE msrp   $20.00
74% acrylic, 10% merino wool, 8% nylon, 4% nylon, 4% rubber
•  merino wool heel and toe
•  sublimation print graphics
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

Russ’s paintings are a collision of motion and color.  Needless to say, they 
provide a perfect fit for art that’s made to be worn.  Art keeps Russ sane 
while juggling work in the skateboard industry, raising an incredibly active 
family, and meeting deadlines for gallery shows.  He calls Orange County 
home and loves being outside with his family.  Once everyone else goes 
to sleep, Russ slips out to his studio to paint.  New wave, vintage punk, 
and old-time blues and jazz fill the air as his brush hits the canvas.

ART SERIES
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If you view each pint of plasma you donate as a payment toward a season pass or make your meals from the 
condiment bar in the lodge, it’s time you met the socks in our acrylic socks.  These babies will keep you warm, dry, 
and looking good—even with a dirtbag budget.

SCOTTY DOG
------------------------
You don’t have to worry about where you step with these Scotty Dogs.

M9017SCO whsl $7.50
RED - RED  msrp   $15.00
74% acrylic, 13% polyester, 9% nylon, 4% rubber
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

REDEMPTION
------------------------
Slip on the Redemptions and emancipate yourself.

M9017RED whsl $7.50
RAS - RASTA msrp   $15.00
74% acrylic, 13% polyester, 9% nylon, 4% rubber
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

GRENIER
------------------------
With a nod to the Bruins, Chris created these as a tribute to his 
hometown of Boston. 
M9017GRE whsl $7.50
BLK - BLACK  msrp   $15.00
74% acrylic, 13% polyester, 9% nylon, 4% rubber
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

COMBAT
------------------------
Trench foot not included.

M9017COM whsl $7.50
CAM - CAMO msrp   $15.00
74% acrylic, 13% polyester, 9% nylon, 4% rubber
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

ACRYLIC
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Even though sheep can’t press rails or float backside ones into pow, they do have one thing dialed: wool.  In addition to being super soft, 
merino wool does an excellent job wicking moisture and regulating temperatures.  We made these socks so you can rock the benefits of 
wool without the hassle of shredding with sheep in your boots.  Despite their name, our Merino Wool Lightweights are heavy on features.

SEMINOLE
------------------------
Native American textile design looking good long before the white man.

M9257SEM whsl $10.00
BLK - BLACK  msrp   $20.00
40% merino wool, 40% acrylic, 19% nylon, 1% elastaine
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

ALDERSON
------------------------
Old world styling, classic looks and modern features all rolled into one.

M9258ALD whsl $10.00
BLK - BLACK     msrp   $20.00
40% merino wool, 40% acrylic, 19% nylon, 1% elastaine
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support, instep flex panel
•  No Lift Heel Grip

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

HEEL LIFT SUCKS
No one needs washed out turns and 
bruised heels.  Our No Lift Heel Grip 
consists of a silicone pad printed on the 
Achilles tendon area of our socks.  This 
patent pending design provides the kung 
fu grip you need to keep those heels 
locked in place.

MERINO WOOL - LIGHT WEIGHT
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From AK expeditions to subzero rail sessions, Merino Wool Midweights will keep you warm.  With a heavier 
weave, these socks provide extra insulation and cushioning.  Thanks to their Merino wool, they also excel at wick-
ing moisture and regulating temperatures.  When the mercury drops, rock these socks.

ACOMA (Mikey LeBlanc)
------------------------
When you can ollie forty-four stairs with style, you’ll get your own sock, 
too.  In the meantime, slip on the socks that Mikey likes.
M9287ACO whsl $10.00
RED - RED     msrp   $20.00
40% merino wool, 40% acrylic, 19% nylon, 1% elastaine
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

BOOT MONKEY
------------------------
On your feet or as a sock monkey, these babies are made to be loved.

M9257BOO whsl $10.00
BRN - BROWN msrp   $20.00
40% merino wool, 40% acrylic, 19% nylon, 1% elastaine
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

CARDSTON
------------------------
Drop-in ramps.  Backcountry booters.  Urban rails.  The Cardston can 
handle it all.
M9287CAR whsl $10.00
BLK - BLACK  msrp   $20.00
40% merino wool, 40% acrylic, 19% nylon, 1% elastaine
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

MERINO WOOL - MID WEIGHT
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BALDFACE
------------------------
Born in the B.C. backcountry, these socks are ready to rock.

M9667BAL whsl $12.50
BLK - BLACK                 msrp   $25.00
60% thermolite, 29% acrylic, 10% lycra, 1% carbon
• left right specific footbed cushioning
• seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
• No Lift Heel Grip

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

PYTHON
------------------------
Positive Pressure.  Positive Vibes.

M9337PYT whsl $12.50
WHT - WHITE msrp   $25.00
59% polypropylene, 17% nylon, 10% cotton, 10% viscone, 4% elastaine
• left right specific footbed cushioning
• graduated compression construction
• seamless toe closure and Y gore seam

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

Our premium socks offer a buffet of technical features and fabrics.  Whether it’s asymmetrical fits based around the 
way you ride or fabrics that help maintain toasty temperatures, these socks provide unsurpassed performance.  If 
you want tomorrow’s technology today, pony up to the Premiums.

BALDFACE LODGE
Baldface Lodge is known for bottomless 
pow and making dreams come true.  We 
collaborated with Jeff Pensiero and the 
legendary B.C. lodge to design, test, and 
refine these socks.  Although they sport 
plenty of high tech ingredients, the socks 
really come from powder and friendships.

COMPRESSION
Our Compression socks improve the 
efficiency of muscles by stabilizing them 
and accelerating lactic acid removal and 
circulation.  By distributing and delivering 
compression at the ankle and throughout 
the leg, these socks assist the leg’s venous 
and lymphatic systems.

This compression, when combined with 
the muscle pump effect of the calf, aids 
in circulating blood and lymph fluid 
throughout the legs.

Long story short: the Python compression 
snowboard socks work extra hard to keep 
you extra warm.

PREMIUM

100%

blood flow

compression

80%

70%

60%
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If you can tell the difference of what an engineered socks feels like then this is the category for you. Slip into these, send it, and earn yourself a fine 
brandy at the end of the day. Or if you’re cash rich and don’t care what tomorrow brings, spend a little extra here, we’re sure you can coax some 
free drinks out of someone at the bar tonight.

SWITCH REGULAR
------------------------
Left foot forward, the way god intended.  Let the rest follow.

M9991SRE whsl $15.00
BLK - BLACK  msrp   $30.00
60% thermolite, 29% acrylic, 10% lycra, 1% carbon
• left right specific toe and cushion placement
• seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
• No Lift Heel Grip + Traction Control

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

SWITCH GOOFY
------------------------
Right foot forward, if you must.  Just ride swith as much as possible.

M9351SGO whsl $15.00
BLK - BLACK  msrp   $30.00
60% thermolite, 29% acrylic, 10% lycra, 1% carbon
• left right specific toe and cushion placement
• seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
• No Lift Heel Grip + Traction Control

S-M (6-8.5)[_____]        L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

SWITCH REGULAR & GOOFY
Let’s face it: whether laying down pow turns or getting rad on rails, you use your front and rear 
foot differently.  Basically, each foot is a special snowflake and each special snowflake deserves 
its own special sock.

Through their asymmetrical design, the Switch provides your front and rear foot with the individual 
attention they deserve.  Each foot benefits from cushioning and No Lift Heel Traction in target 
areas.

PREMIUM

back foot
inside shin
cushion

back foot
outside cushion

left right specific
toe closure

front foot
chairlift hang
cushion

front foot
shin cushion

front foot
center rear
No Lift Heel grip

traction control

back foot
outside rear
No Lift Heel grip

front foot
center cushion
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Sex.  Okay, now that we have your attention it’s time for an anatomy lesson.  Compared to men, women tend to have feet 
that are narrower and have a shorter instep.  The female calf muscle also sits lower on the leg.  Needless to say, socks 
must be designed around these differences in order to work best.  At Stance, we create a proper fit through function.

MOHICAN
------------------------
Turquoise and chocolate.  Powder and rails.  These are a few of my 
favorite things.
W9057MOH whsl $7.50
CHO - CHOCOLATE    msrp   $15.00
74% acrylic, 13% polyester, 9% nylon, 4% rubber
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

WOMENS (one size 5-10)[_____]        total [_____]

WINDMILLS
------------------------
Spin to win.

W9067WIN whsl $10.00
ORA - ORANGE   msrp   $20.00
74% acrylic, 10% merino wool, 8% nylon, 4% nylon, 4% rubber
•  merino wool heel and toe
•  sublimation print graphics
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam

WOMENS (one size 5-10)[_____]        total [_____]

SHILOH
------------------------
Comfort and color come standard with every pair.

W9357SHI whsl $12.50
AQU - AQUA msrp   $25.00
59% polypropylene, 17% nylon, 10% cotton, 10% viscone, 4% elastaine
• left right specific footbed cushioning
• graduated compression construction
• seamless toe closure and Y gore seam

WOMENS (one size 5-10)[_____]        total [_____]

NAKISKA
------------------------
Some things in life are black and white.

W9277NAK whsl $10.00
WHT - WHITE msrp   $20.00
40% merino wool, 40% acrylic, 19% nylon, 1% elastaine
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

WOMENS (one size 5-10)[_____]        total [_____]

WOMENS
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Even though kids are down-sized humans, we don’t downsize the performance of our kids’ socks.  We design 
them around the proportions of kids’ feet and calves and blend in top-notch technology.  Kids can now spend more 
time worrying about backside airs and book reports and less time worrying about bunched up socks.

CARDSTON KIDS
------------------------
Drop-in ramps.  Backcountry booters.  Urban rails.  The Cardston can 
handle it all.
B9287CAR whsl $8.00
BLK - BLACK  msrp   $16.00
40% merino wool, 40% acrylic, 19% nylon, 1% elastaine
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

KIDS (2.5-5.5)[_____]       total [_____]

WARNING KIDS
------------------------
Normally, you’d have to buy a canvas to snag a piece by Russ Pope.

B9077WAR whsl $8.00
WHT - WHITE msrp   $16.00
74% acrylic, 10% merino wool, 8% nylon, 4% nylon, 4% rubber
•  merino wool heel and toe
•  sublimation print graphics
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam

KIDS (2.5-5.5)[_____]       total [_____]

X RAY KIDS
------------------------
Show your bones, but don’t break a leg.

B9037XRA whsl $7.00
BLK - BLACK  msrp   $14.00
74% acrylic, 13% polyester, 9% nylon, 4% rubber
•  seamless toe closure and Y gore seam
•  elastic arch and ankle support
•  instep flex panel

KIDS (2.5-5.5)[_____]       total [_____]

KIDS COLLECTION
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After a day of charging, slip into our après shred socks.  These things are comfort-driven for casual living.  Whether 
you party in front of a wood burning stove or at the bar, your feet will thank you.

JASPER
------------------------
Designed for loitering, this sock is perfect for sofa sessions.

M6207JAS whsl $7.00
RED - RED  msrp   $14.00
40% merino wool, 40% acrylic, 12% polyester, 8% spandex
•  premium no itch merino wool
•  elastic arch supprt
•  self adjusting welt cuff

L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

STONEYBRECK
------------------------
Cold Days, hot coffee, warm socks.  Live like a sheep.

M6205STO whsl $8.00
BLK - BLACK  msrp   $16.00
50% acrylic, 20% wool, 20% polyester, 10% spandex
•  premium no itch merino wool
•  elastic arch supprt
•  self adjusting welt cuff

L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

EUREKA
------------------------
The ultimate après shred lounger.

M6207EUR whsl $7.00
GRY - GREY                  msrp   $14.00
40% merino wool, 40% acrylic, 12% polyester, 8% spandex
•  premium no itch merino wool
•  elastic arch supprt
•  self adjusting welt cuff

L-XL (9-13) [_____]      total [_____]

WINTER CASUAL
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WINTER 2012 - 2013

JASPER EUREKA STONEYBRECKWARNING (kids)X RAY (kids) CARDSTON (kids)

ART SERIES

PREMIUM

KIDS WINTER CASUAL

WOMENS

ACRYLIC MERINO WOOL - LIGHT WEIGHT MERINO WOOL - MID WEIGHT

REDEMPTIONWARNING CASEY JONES PARADISE COMBAT GRENIER SCOTTY DOG ALDERSON CARDSTON SEMINOLEBOOT MONKEYACOMA

BALDFACE SWITCH REGULAR SWITCH GOOFYPYTHON WINDMILLS MOHICANNAKISKA SHILOH

WINTER 2012 - 2013 OVERVIEW
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MERINO WOOL - MID WEIGHT

ACCOUNT

BUYER NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

FAX

EMAIL




